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If you ally craving such a referred English To Hausa Dictionary For Java books that will present you worth, get the completely best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to hilarious
books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are plus launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections English To Hausa Dictionary For Java that we will unconditionally offer. It is not something like the costs. Its very nearly what you craving currently. This
English To Hausa Dictionary For Java, as one of the most in action sellers here will completely be among the best options to review.

My First Chinese-Hausa Dictionary Dec 11 2020 Hausa for children! My First Chinese-Hausa Dictionary is a picture book for introducing your multilingual child to Hausa and Chinese. It has over 50 every day objects
to point at and share with your baby. Daddy can teach in Hausa and Mummy in Chinese. Read aloud and get them used to your pronunciation. Each every day object is also illustrated to help make the connection with
the real world. A perfect gift to get children off to a great start in life by learning two languages at the same time: Hausa and Chinese. Suitable for multlingual children 0 to 7 years old. Get the paper version so that
toddlers can colour in the illustrations too. Older children can practice their writing skills by filling in the included workbook. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE Keep WITHIN REACH of children: )
Specimens of Hausa Literature Oct 09 2020
Dictionary of the Hausa Language: Hausa-English Aug 26 2019
Making Dictionaries Aug 07 2020 A collection of essays about the theory and practice of Native American lexicography, and more specifically the making of dictionaries, by some of the top scholars working in Native
American language studies.
Fern Ecology Dec 23 2021 Ferns are an integral part of the world's flora, appreciated for their beauty as ornamentals, problematic as invaders and endangered by human interference. They often dominate forest
understories but also colonize open areas, invade waterways and survive in nutrient-poor wastelands and eroded pastures. Presented here is the first comprehensive summary of fern ecology, with worldwide examples
from Siberia to the islands of Hawaii. Topics include a brief history of the ecological study of ferns, a global survey of fern biogeography, fern population dynamics, the role of ferns in ecosystem nutrient cycles, their
adaptations to xeric environments and future directions in fern ecology. Fully illustrated concepts and processes provide a framework for future research and utilization of ferns for graduate students and professionals in
ecology, conservation and land management.
Spiritual reflections hausa translation Jan 30 2020 ”Tunanunnukan Ruhaniya: Littafi Game da Farkawa da Wayewa” littafi ne na wakoki, wanda ya ?unshi wakoki 200 na Ruhaniya kyauta. Wa?annan wa?o?in sun ha?a
da tunanin da aka gani a cikin litattafai na ruhaniya guda hu?u a cikin “Jerin Litattafai Hu?u Na Farkawa”, ban da wasu da yawa da ba a buga ba tukunna. Babban jigon wa?annan wa?o?i shi ne Ruhaniya, kowanne yana
misalta bangarori daban-daban na “Farkawa” da “Wayewa”. Tunanunnukan na Ruhaniya: Littafin Farkawa da Wayewa littafi ne na wakoki, wanda ya kunshi kasidu 200 na ruhi kyauta. Wa?annan wa?o?in sun ha?a da
tunanin da aka gani a cikin litattafai na ruhaniya guda hu?u a cikin Jerin Litattafai hu?u na Farkawa, ban da wasu da yawa da ba a buga ba tukuna. Jigon wa]annan wa?o?i shi ne Ruhaniya, kowanne yana misalta
?angarori daban-daban na tsarin Farkawa da Wayewa. Ba su da addini, a'a, tunani ne na yau da kullum na ruhaniya game da wayewar ruhaniya. Ruhaniya ita ce imani akwai wani yanki na Ubangiji (Ruhi ko Rai) a cikin
kowace rayuwa kuma, saboda wannan, kowace rayuwa tana da Muhimmanci, Daidaito, da Ha?aka. Burina na rubuta duka littattafai guda hu?u a cikin Jerin Litattafai hu?u na Farkawa da kuma wannan littafin wa?a,
shine in yi ?o?arin farkarwa da taimaka wa wasu, wa?anda suka farka, su ?ara fahimtar menene Wayewa, don haka Tafiya ta Rayuwa za ta iya zama da cikakkiyar fahimta. Translator: Nuhu Muhammed Ahmed
PUBLISHER: TEKTIME
Hausa stories and riddles Feb 10 2021
A Hausa-English Dictionary Aug 31 2022 This up-to-date volume, the first Hausa-English dictionary published in a quarter of a century, is written with language learners and practical users in mind. With over 10,000
entries, it primarily covers Standard Nigerian Hausa but also includes numerous forms from Niger and other dialect areas of Nigeria. The dictionary includes new Hausa terminology for products, events, and activities of
the modern world. Its definitions show the use of Hausa words in context, and particular attention is paid to idioms, figurative meanings, and special usages. As a guide to pronunciation, headwords and illustrative
sentences are fully marked for tone and vowel length. The book adopts a unique approach to the presentation of verb forms that clarifies lexical relationships and their correct usage.
English / Filipino / Cebuano Dictionary Jul 30 2022 Filipino (Tagalog) and English are the official languages of the Phillipines with the recognition of the regional languages as auxiliary official in their respective

regions, including Aklanon, Bikol, Cebuano, Chavacano, Hiligaynon, Ibanag, Ilocano, Ivatan, Kapampangan, Kinaray-a, Maguindanao, Maranao, Pangasinan, Sambal, Surigaonon, Tagalog, Tausug, Waray, and Yakan.
Spanish and Arabic are to be promoted on an optional and voluntary basis.Spanish was the national and official language of the country for more than three centuries under Spanish colonial rule, and became the lingua
franca of the Philippines in the 19th and early 20th centuries. In 1863 a Spanish decree introduced universal education, creating free public schooling in Spanish. It was also the language of the Philippine Revolution, and
the 1899 Malolos Constitution effectively proclaimed it as the official language of the First Philippine Republic. National hero Jos• Rizal wrote most of his works in Spanish. Luciano de la Rosa established that Spanish
was spoken by a total of 60% of the population in the early 20th century as a first, second or third language. Following the American occupation of the Philippines and the imposition of English, the use of Spanish
declined gradually, especially after the 1940s. Generally the pronunciation of Filipino words follow Spanish sounds and emphasis. You will find that many of the words in the Filipino language have Spanish origens and
many are of English origen with phonetic and Filipino dialect spellings. Cebuano, ( AKA Bisaya / Sinugbuanon / Binisaya nga Sugbuanon) belongs to the Philippine branch of Malayo-Polynesian languages and is
spoken by about 20 million people in the Philippines. It is most often referred to by most of its speakers simply as Bisaya. It is spoken mainly in the Central Visayas by the Bisaya people, and is also spoken in
northeastern parts of Negros Occidental province, in southern parts of Masbate, in most of Leyte and Southern Leyte, in western portions of Guimaras, in parts of Samar, Bohol, Luzon, the Biliran islands, and in most
parts of Mindanao. It is used as a lingua franca in the Central Visayas and in parts of Mindanao.The language is named after the island of Cebu, where the prestige register is spoken, and is also known as Bisaya,
Binisaya, Binisaya nga Sugbuanon or Sinugbuanon. Cebuano speakers are known as Cebuano in Cebu, as Bol-anon in Bohol, as Kana in Leyte, and as Binisaga or Bisaya in Mindanao and Luzon.This dictionary contains
15,000 words in English, Filipino and Cebuano. Also included are guides for pronouncing each language.We also publish an English / Cebuano Dictionary and an English / Filipino Dictionary and other resources for
learning each language. See our website for availability:www.wordsrus.info
A German Word Family Dictionary Jul 06 2020 This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which commemorates University of California Press’s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and
give them voice, reach, and impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print-on-demand technology. This title was
originally published in 1978.
Modern Tera Dictionary Nov 29 2019 The Tera – English – Hausa dictionary goes beyond the existing glossaries of the Tera language by providing expanded Tera entries. Each Tera entry includes English and Hausa
translations, as well as grammatical information.
Hausa-English/English-Hausa Dictionary Nov 02 2022 Twelve essays drawn from chapters in the The Rivers Handbook describing river organisms and their taxa, adaptions, ecologies, and trophic interactions. The
contributing scholars consider the principles, practice, and problems entailed in making reliable observation, the ways in which river biota are impacted by human activity, and how this information can be used as
indicators to effect river management. The volume is suitable as a reference, or a text for post-graduate students. Includes illustrations. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Hausa Proverbs Jun 24 2019
Dictionary of the Hausa Language Jun 04 2020 Hausa is an African language originating in Niger and northern Nigeria and spoken widely in West and Central Africa as a lingua franca. Charles Henry Robinson (18611925) was the first student of the short-lived Hausa Association, formed in 1891 to promote the study of the Hausa Language and people. The Association sponsored Robinson to stay in northern Nigeria from 1894 to
1895 to gain more experience in the language. On his return Robinson published an anthology of Hausa texts in 1896 and a Hausa grammar in 1897 as well as this two-volume dictionary in 1899. His efforts contributed
greatly to Western knowledge of the language despite criticisms of his relatively short experience of Hausa-speaking communities. Volume 2 is an English-Hausa dictionary, intended for those who wished to speak
colloquial Hausa. The version reissued here is the 1925 fourth edition.
BABADADA, Hausa - American English, kamus mai hoto - pictorial dictionary Dec 31 2019 BABADADA dictionaries are visual language education: Simple learning takes center stage. In a BABADADA
dictionary images and language merge into a unit that is easy to learn and remember. Each book contains over 1000 colored illustrations. The goal is to learn the basics of a language much faster and with more fun than
possible with a complicated text dictionary. This book is based on the very successful online picture dictionary BABADADA.COM, which offers easy language entry for countless language combinations - Used by
thousands of people and approved by well-known institutions. The languages used in this book are also called as follows: Amerikanisches Englisch, anglais américain, Inglés americano, US Inglês
Modern Hausa Dictionary Jun 28 2022 "Learn Hausa the modern way with Hausa kasahorow!Start exploring the modern world with Hausa!The Modern Hausa Dictionary is a Hausa explorer's dictionary for English
language speakers.Read Modern Hausa confidently. Contains all the words you need to understand every book in the kasahorow Hausa Library.Discover the joy of learning new things in Hausa.Suitable for everyone 13
years old and older."
An English-Hausa Dictionary Oct 01 2022 "Hausa students and Hausaphiles now have an English-Hausa dictionary that is readily available, attractively produced and quite attractively priced, and more comprehensive
than any English-based dictionary for an African language...A magnificent accomplishment that promises to serve a wide variety of purposes. It establishes both precedent and an excellent model that one hopes will be
followed for other less commonly taught languages." -William R. Leben, Modern Language Journal This is a modern comprehensive dictionary designed specifically for English-speaking users who wish to acquire
communicative fluency in Hausa, West Africa's most important and most widely spoken language.The dictionary contains a broad selection of words that the average person is likely to need in speaking and writing
Hausa for everyday use. Included are common technical terms drawn from a range of fields, as well as generally accepted borrowings from English and French. The entries are divided into meaning groups and
grammatical categories, marked clearly by semantic and usage indicators to help the user distinguish between the various meanings. Numerous phrases, sentences, and common idiomatic expressions illustrate
conversational usage and provide culturally informative contexts. The easy to read typography marks lexical and grammatical distinctions of tone and vowel length for every Hausa word in the dictionary. The
introduction provides concise information on various points of Hausa grammar. Useful appendixes include pronoun paradigms, pronunciation guides to Hausa place names and personal names, an index of Nigerian and
international organizations, and a description of the currencies of Nigeria and Niger. An English-Hausa Dictionary will be an invaluable guide for students, research scholars, translators, and people with educational
business, or governmental ties in West Africa who are interested in learning the language and culture of one of that area's most dynamic societies. It will be equally useful to non-Hausa speaking Africans who want to
learn Hausa. In general, the innovative design features of this book will set a new standard for pedagogically oriented reference works of African languages. "A valuable resource for scholars and students of linguistic
and African languages and literature...It is highly recommended for use in academic and research libraries. Newman and her editorial staff deserve to be congratulated." -Felix Eme Unaeze, American Reference Books
Annual
The Hausa Language Jul 26 2019 This book is a comprehensive grammar of Hausa, one of the largest and most important languages of Africa. Hausa is spoken by some 35 million people as a first language and
approximately 15 million more as a second language. Paul Newman, a world authority on the Hausa language, draws on two centuries of Hausa linguistic scholarship to provide the most authoritative and detailed
grammar of the language ever written. Unlike other grammars, this book is organised alphabetically. Readers will appreciate the ease with which they can find the specific individual topics that interest them. The

grammar covers such expected topics as tonology, noun plurals, and verbal tense/aspect as well as often neglected topics, including verbal idioms, proper names, and language games. Newman also incorporates historical
linguistic notes that explain and explicate current Hausa phenomena, especially puzzling anomalies, in terms of their Chadic and Afroasiatic origins.
Bole-English-Hausa Dictionary and English-Bole Wordlist Mar 26 2022 This is a dictionary of Bole, a little documented language of the Chadic family, spoken in northeastern Nigeria. This is one of the most
comprehensive dictionaries of any Chadic language other than Hausa. All entries for Bole are fully marked for tone and vowel length. The Bole-English-Hausa section has full definitions and explanations of meaning in
English with numerous examples of use. Each entry has a Hausa gloss. The English-Bole section is intended mainly as an index to the Bole-English-Hausa section. There are appendices of flora and fauna terms, cultural
terms, pronouns, and comprehensive paradigms of verb forms.
Dictionary of the Hausa Language Mar 02 2020
English / Hausa Dictionary Nov 09 2020 Hausa is one of Africa's single most spoken languages. It is Hausa's general ease of use that has contributed to its becoming so widely used. A member of the Chadic branch of
the Afro-Asiatic languages Hausa is spoken as a first language by about 34 million people, and as a second language by about 15 million more. Native speakers of Hausa are mostly to be found in the north of Nigeria and
in Niger (where it is an official language), but the language is widely used as a lingua franca in a larger geographic band across sahelian Africa north of the Congo basin, and west of central Sudan. As a lingua-franca,
Hausa is especially prevalent in Ghana, used by Hausa traders in zango (Hausa urban districts) in major cities. It is also used by Fulani herdsmen, Dagomba/Gurunsi farmers as a second language, by the official Islamic
clergy of the country, and as an inter-ethnic group lingua-franca north and east of all Akan dominated areas. In total, Hausa speakers in Ghana number between 4-7 million of all Hausa-speakers, making it a very handy
language to know in the marketplace. Hausa is also used extensively in Cameroon alongside Fulani in the far north and as far south as Gabon. In Central/Northeast Africa, Hausa is used in Chad and Sudan among the
Hausa-Fulani communities, and smaller Muslim tribal groups, in and around Khartoum and Kordofan (in addition to Arabic). Two famous Sudanese singers, Fadimatu and Sabrin, occasionally sing in Hausa on the
popular Sudanese national television program Nogoum, noting the increasing recognition of the Hausa language in otherwise Arabic-dominated Sudanese society. Hausa is a tonal language which employs two distinct
tones, high and low, but doesn't sound as distinctly tonal as other African languages. There are also many special implosive and explosive consonants used in Hausa that may have to be learned by ear, but are completely
comprehensible without mastering. Hausa employs a 5 vowel system like Spanish (a, e, i, o, u), and grammar is quite easy to learn. This dictionary contains 10,200 terms in English and Hausa. A guide to English and
Hausa pronunciation is also included. It is derived from our Words R Us system.
Dictionary of Computer and Internet Terms in English and Hausa Sep 19 2021 This dictionary contains approximately 8,500 Computer and Internet terms in English and Hausa. You will find that many of the terms
are the same in both languages (cognates) as many of the more recent terms have been assimilated into Hausa from English. This dictionary is derived from our Words R Us system, a derivative of WordNet. English
Wordnet, originally created by Princeton University is a lexical database for the English language. It groups words in English into sets of synonyms called synsets, provides brief definitions and usage examples, and
records a series of relationships between these sets of synonyms. WordNet can be viewed as both a combination of dictionary and thesaurus. Some of the terms incorporated in this dictionary are excerpted from the
Microsoft Glossary of Computer Terms in Hausa. This dictionary will be indispensable for any international company doing business in North Central Africa where Hausa is a major language of business and trade. We
also publish a companion volume with definitions of the terms in English. Check our website for availability.
Dictionary of the Hausa Language: English-Hausa Aug 19 2021
Hausa Tales and Traditions Mar 14 2021 Originally published in 1969, this book is a translation of Frank Edgar's Hausa folk stories, which was made primarily in Sokoto Province at the direction of Major John Alder,
who in 1910 gave Edgar some Hausa texts written in the Ajemic script for transliteration into Roman characters. Edgar prepared the the first volme of the Tatsuniyoyi for publication in 1911. The Hausa whose folklore
Edgar recorded so industriously are the largest ethnic group in Northern Nigeria and number many millions and these tales of past events show how Hausa conceive the histories of their states, the characters of their
rulers, and their institutions of government and law. These traditions are thus equally important as documents of folk thought and as historical sources.
Bole-English-Hausa Dictionary and English-Bole Wordlist Jul 18 2021 This is a dictionary of Bole, a little documented language of the Chadic family, spoken in northeastern Nigeria. This is one of the most
comprehensive dictionaries of any Chadic language other than Hausa. All entries for Bole are fully marked for tone and vowel length. The Bole-English-Hausa section has full definitions and explanations of meaning in
English with numerous examples of use. Each entry has a Hausa gloss. The English-Bole section is intended mainly as an index to the Bole-English-Hausa section. There are appendices of flora and fauna terms, cultural
terms, pronouns, and comprehensive paradigms of verb forms.
Dictionary of the Hausa Language: English-Hausa Apr 26 2022
Modern Hausa Dictionary Oct 21 2021 "Learn Hausa the modern way with Hausa kasahorow!Start exploring the modern world with Hausa!The Modern Hausa Dictionary is a Hausa explorer's dictionary for English
language speakers.Read Modern Hausa confidently. Contains all the words you need to understand every book in the kasahorow Hausa Library.Discover the joy of learning new things in Hausa.Suitable for everyone 13
years old and older."
Hausa Space Dictionary Apr 02 2020 A Modern Hausa language dictionary to learn more Hausa vocabulary. Explore the world where there is enough room for everyone: person, animal, and plants. Learn the Hausa
names of things in the outdoors. Each word is a separate translation activity! Translate from Hausa to English to make sure you really understand. Use the words in conversation even when speaking English to a Hausa
speaker.Written in Modern Hausa by kasahorow. Includes a short English-Hausa index.Keywords: Hausa vocabulary, learn Hausa, first Hausa, speak Hausa, Hausa language, Modern Hausa
Hausa Animal Dictionary Jun 16 2021 A Modern Hausa language dictionary to learn more Hausa vocabulary. Learn the names of animals in Hausa. Each word is a separate translation activity! First from Hausa to
English, and then from English to Hausa. Translate from English to Hausa to make sure you really understand. Use the words in conversation even when speaking English to someone who understands Hausa.Written in
Modern Hausa by kasahorow. Includes a short English-Hausa index.Keywords: Hausa vocabulary, learn Hausa, speak Hausa, Hausa, Hausa language, Modern Hausa
My First Hausa Dictionary Apr 14 2021 Teach your child 50 Hausa words. Let older children colour in while they learn. Play a game with them: point at the object and let them name it. Includes a Hausa workbook.
Make copies of the workbook for memory practice.
Hausa Wellbeing Dictionary Jan 12 2021 Be popular in Hausa. A Modern Hausa dictionary to learn more Hausa vocabulary. Good health comes from security, purpose, growth, respect, and play! Learn Hausa words to
describe wellbeing!Each word is a separate translation activity! First from Hausa to English, and then from English to Hausa. Translate from English to Hausa to make sure you really understand. Use the words in
conversation even when speaking English to someone who understands Hausa.Written in Modern Hausa by kasahorow. Includes a short English-Hausa index.Keywords: Hausa vocabulary, learn Hausa, first Hausa,
Hausa, Hausa language, Modern Hausa
Hausa Home and Garden Dictionary May 16 2021 Create warm feelings with Hausa. A Modern Hausa language dictionary to learn more Hausa vocabulary. A good home is comfortable and welcoming. Learn the

Hausa names of things you may find a home. Use the words in conversation even when speaking English to who understands Hausa.Each word is a separate translation activity to help you remember better! Translate
from English to Hausa to make sure you really understand.Written in Modern Hausa by kasahorow. Includes a short English-Hausa index.Keywords: Hausa vocabulary, learn Hausa, first Hausa, Hausa, Hausa language,
Modern Hausa
Hausa Ingredient Dictionary Nov 21 2021 A Modern Hausa dictionary to learn more Hausa vocabulary. Good food is made with good ingredients. Learn the Hausa names of good ingredients. Each word is a separate
translation activity! First from Hausa to English, and then from English to Hausa. Translate from English to Hausa to make sure you really understand. Use the words in conversation even when speaking English to
someone who understands Hausa.Written in Modern Hausa by kasahorow. Includes a short English-Hausa index.Keywords: Hausa vocabulary, learn Hausa, translate Hausa, Hausa, Hausa language, Modern Hausa
My First Shona Dictionary Feb 22 2022 Without practice, your child's Shona and English vocabulary will not grow. The 2020 revised edition of My First Shona Dictionary is a picture book for introducing your
multilingual child to Shona and English. Add over 50 every day objects to point at and share to your baby's vocabulary. Grow their knowledge in both Shona and English. Read aloud and get them used to your
pronunciation. Each every day object is also illustrated to help make the connection with the real world. A perfect gift to get children off to a great start in life by learning two languages at the same time: Shona and
English.Suitable for multilingual children 0 to 7 years old. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USEKeep WITHIN REACH of children.
Dictionary of Upriver Halkomelem Sep 07 2020 An extensive dictionary (almost 1800 pages) of the Upriver dialects of Halkomelem, an Amerindian language of B.C.,giving information from almost 80 speakers
gathered by the author over a period of 40 years. Entries include names and dates of citation, dialect information, phonological, morphological, syntactic, and semantic information, domain memberships of each
alloseme, examples of use in sentences, and much cultural information.
Hausa-English/ English-Hausa Dictionary and Phrasebook May 28 2022 Hausa is the Chadic (branch of the Afroasiatic language family) language of the Hausa people, one of the largest ethnic groups in Central Africa.
Hausa is spoken as a first language by over 27 million people and as a second language by nearly 20 million more. Commonly spoken throughout southern Niger and northern Nigeria, Hausa has developed as a lingua
franca throughout much of West Africa for purposes of trade. This unique, two-part resource provides travelers to West Africa with the tools they need for daily interaction. The bilingual dictionary has a concise
vocabulary for everyday use, and the phrasebook allows instant communication on a variety of topics. Ideal for businesspeople, travelers, students, and aid workers, this guide includes: 4,000 dictionary entries Phonetics
that are intuitive for English speakers Essential phrases on topics such as transportation, dining out, and business Concise grammar and pronunciation sections
Modern Hausa-English Dictionary May 04 2020 Originally published to meet the need for a practical dictionary both for native Hausa speakers and for those wishing to learn or improve their knowledge of the language,
the dictionary has remained in demand since publication. Compiled by the Centre for the Study of Nigerian Languages in Kano as a concise, compact and readily usable tool, the selection of words has been limited to
those likely to occur in everyday conversation, books, newspapers and other mass media. It includes a large number of modern words adopted into Hausa. Main entries give spelling and punctuation, variant spellings and
cross-references, and special notations for verbs. Grammatical categories, or parts of speech, give verbs and verbal nouns, nouns, pronouns, adjectives, prepositions and ideophones. Guidance is also given on definitions
and usage.
BABADADA black-and-white, Hausa - American English, kamus mai hoto - pictorial dictionary Oct 28 2019 BABADADA dictionaries are visual language education: Simple learning takes center stage. In a
BABADADA dictionary images and language merge into a unit that is easy to learn and remember. Each book contains over 1000 black-and-white illustrations. The goal is to learn the basics of a language much faster
and with more fun than possible with a complicated text dictionary. This book is based on the very successful online picture dictionary BABADADA.COM, which offers easy language entry for countless language
combinations - Used by thousands of people and approved by well-known institutions. The languages used in this book are also called as follows: Amerikanisches Englisch, anglais américain, Inglés americano, US
Inglês
Hausa Dictionary for Everyday Use Jan 24 2022
Hausa Language Sep 27 2019 This guide to Hausa language collects the most common Hausa phrases and expressions as well as an English-Hausa/Hausa-English dictionary. This phrasebook includes greetings, food
items, directions, sightseeing and many other categories of expressions that will help anyone wanting to learn Hausa. All of the expressions are transliterated in English with labeled stress enabling any English speaker to
pronounce the words with reasonable accuracy. Native Hausa spelling is also included. This phrasebook is a must for anyone wanting to learn Hausa.
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